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Introduction
The specification of a new standard Crystallographic Information File (CIF) is described. Its development is based on the Self-Defining Text Archive and Retrieval (STAR) procedure [Hall (1991) . J. Chem. Inf. Comput. Sci. 31, [326] [327] [328] [329] [330] [331] [332] [333] . The CIF is a general, flexible and easily extensible free-format archive file; it is human and machine readable and can be edited by a simple text editor. The CIF is designed for the electronic transmission of crystallographic data between individual laboratories, journals and databases: it has been adopted by the International Union of Crystallography as the recommended medium for this purpose. The file consists of data names and data items, together with a loop facility for repeated items. The data names, constructed hierarchically so as to form data categories, are self-descriptive within a 32-character limit. The sorted list of data names, together with their precise definitions, constitutes the CIF Dictionary (Core Version 1991). The CIF Core Dictionary is presented in full and covers the fundamental and most commonly used data items relevant to crystal structure analysis. The Dictionary is also available as an electronic file suitable for CIF computer applications. Future extensions to the Dictionary will include data items used in more specialized areas of crystallography.
* Reprints of this paper may be obtained from the Technical Editor, International Union of Crystallography, 5 Abbey Square, Chester CH1 2HU, England.
There is an increasing need in many branches of science for a uniform but flexible method of archiving and exchanging data in electronic form. Rapid advances in computer technology, coupled with the expansion of local, national and international networks, have fuelled the need for such a facility. The variety and relative inflexibility of existing data exchange formats have inhibited their effective use. This is true even in fields where the basic data requirements are well defined. Problems of data exchange are further exacerbated if the number and nature of data types change rapidly and continuously. Under these conditions specialized and local file formats have proliferated. This diversity was tolerable when electronic data transfer was infrequent, or when data processing speeds required file formats finely tuned to specific applications. The developments cited above signal an end to this rationale. A general, flexible, rapidly extensible and universal file format protocol is now essential. It must be machineindependent and portable so that accessibility to data items is independent of their point of origin. It must allow new data items to be incorporated without the need to modify existing files.
In addition to archiving data, the use of a universal file would facilitate data exchange between software within a laboratory; between different laboratories; between authors and journals, providing electronic input to the publication process; and between researchers or journals and computerized databases.
Crystallography is not excepted from the need for a universal exchange file. Its activities are dominated by advanced computer-controlled equipment and sophisticated 0108-7673/91/060655-31503.00 ©1991 International Union of Crystallography software systems which measure and process data. In most cases, especially for small and medium-sized molecules, these data are clearly defined and standardized, and are generated in machine-readable form. The problem is, however, that there are too many different forms and, despite the fundamental role that computing plays in our discipline, only limited effort has been directed at devising a general and common format.
In the late seventies the IUCr Commissions on Crystallographic Data and Crystallographic Computing promoted the development of the Standard Crystallographic File Structure (Brown, 1983 (Brown, , 1988 ). The SCFS is based on the concept of formatted lines and keywords that identify blocks of data containing items in a specific order. The SCFS format satisfies some but not all of the requirements of a t, niversal data exchange file.
At the XIV IUCr Congress in Perth it was proposed that Acta Crystallographica promote the submission of data in machine-readable form. This was seen as being particularly beneficial for Section C, which publishes about 1000 small-molecule and inorganic crystal structures a year. Each paper is currently prepared as a typed manuscript and converted to machine-readable text for computer typesetting. Some of this work is carried out by Acta Crystallographica staff. All steps involve more manual effort than is desirable. Both the data and text are prone to transcription errors in their passage from the computer and the author to the printed page. Machinereadable submissions would reduce input errors, minimize labour-intensive data entry and check procedures, and speed the publication process. The submitted data could also be transmitted directly to the relevant crystallographic databases. An IUCr Working Party on Crystallographic Information (WPCI) was set up to investigate the feasibility of such a submission process, and to coordinate the input of various IUCr Commissions that were involved in these types of activities. It was soon recognized that submission of text and data to journals and databases required the use of a universal exchange file, some of whose properties could not be reconciled with the constraints imposed on the SCFS by its format. At a meeting of the IUCr WPCI, held in conjunction with the XI European Crystallographic Meeting (1988) in Vienna, it was decided to develop a universal file based on the Self-Defining Text Archive and Retrieval (STAR) procedure of Hall (1991a) . The STAR File is intended for the electronic exchange of data and provides for text and numerical data in any order.
The WPCI commissioned the authors to develop a universal exchange file to be called the Crystallographic Information File (CIF). A preliminary report on this development was presented at the XV IUCr Congress and General Assembly (1990) in Bordeaux as part of the Open Meetings of the IUCr Commissions on Crystallographic Data and Computing. This paper is a detailed description of the CIF development.
A major feature of this work has been the development of a comprehensive Dictionary (Core Version 1991) of crystallographic data items. Each data item has been assigned a self-explanatory name for use in a CIF and each string of characters bounded by blanks, single quotes (') double quotes ("), or by semi-colons (;) as the first character of a line a text string starting with an underline ( ) character a text string not starting with an underline, but preceded by a data name to identify it a list of data names, preceded by loop_ and followed by a repeated list of data items a collection of data names (looped or not) and data items that are preceded by a data code record. A data name must be unique within a-data block. A data block is terminated by another data statement or the end of file a collection of data blocks: the block codes must be unique within a data file item is precisely defined within the Dictionary which appears in this paper as Appendix I. The Core Dictionary defines only those fundamental data items that are commonly used in a single-crystal structure analysis. Future extensions will encompass data items that are relevant to specialized areas of crystallography. The Core Dictionary is also available as an electronic file suitable for use with CIF computer applications.
To aid the description of the CIF a brief introduction to the underlying concepts of the STAR File, on which the CIF application is based, will be given. Full details of STAR File specifications are available in the literature (Hail, 1991a) .
STAR File concepts and syntax
A STAR File is composed of ASCII text that can be edited with a simple text editor. When viewed, its contents are easy to read and can be stored or transmitted electronically without conversion. The construction of a STAR File is simple. Each file contains a sequence of data blocks. Each data block contains a sequence of individual data items. There may be any number of data blocks and any number of data items within each data block. The data block represents the logical grouping of data that crystallographers normally associate with a 'data set', but it may be used for any other purpose. The identity of each data item within a data block is determined by a unique data name which precedes it in the file. Data items may be repeated in lists by placing them within a simple data loop structure.
An important property of a STAR File is that its syntax is defined by a few simple rules (see Table 1 ). This ensures maximum flexibility for data exchange and wide applicability. No assumptions are made about the order of the data blocks or data items, other than the requirement that the character strings which identify data blocks, or data names within a block, must be unique. There are no restrictions regarding the placement of data names or data items within a data block, other than the requirement that the name must precede the item. Data in a STAR File are accessed simply by requesting a specific data name within a specific data block. Prior knowledge about data type (i.e. text or numbers), whether the item is looped, or whether the item exists in the file at all, is unnecessary.
The basic syntax of a STAR File is best illustrated by examples. Each data block is identified by a unique character string starting with 'data ' The string data_compound_B523 specifies the start of-a data block identified by the block code 'compound B523'.
Each data item is identified by a unique data name composed of a character string starting with an underline character '_'. Three examples of data names and their associated data items are:
The data items above are of different types: numeric, character and text, respectively. The STAR File syntax makes no distinction between the type of data item. Each item is treated simply as a contiguous character string delimited by matching blanks, single quotes, double quotes, or semicolons as the first character of a line. The order and format of these strings in the file are irrelevant, except for the requirement that the data name precede the data item. Data on a line following a hash character '#' is considered to be a comment, except if it is contained within a text string. Examples of a hash character used as part of a data item and as a comment precursor are given above and below.
A data item, or a set of data items, may be repeated in a list. Such data items are preceded by a 'loop_' string.
Here is a list of data items specifying the habit of a crystal. Any data item, independent of its type, may be included in a loop. The only requirement is that the number of data items in a loop must be an exact multiple of the number of data names in the loop definition.
The CIF syntax
The archival facilities provided by the STAR File process are general and open-ended. There is no restriction on the number of loop levels, the length of the file records (i.e. the lines of data) or on the length of data names. Syntax of this generality is unlikely to be needed in crystallography. It was therefore considered reasonable to impose restrictions on the STAR File syntax which will simplify the software required to generate or access a CIF. The advantages offered by these restrictions were considered to be sufficiently important from a computing standpoint to compensate for a loss of generality in file attributes not critical to crystallography.
The CIF restrictions to the STAR File syntax are:
1. Lines may not exceed 80 characters. 2. Data names and block codes may not exceed 32 characters. All data names and block codes are case insensitive, i.e. _ABS and aSs are treated identically.
3. In a STAP, File, a data item may be of any data type. However, it simplifies processing if data types are known in advance. The CIF Dictionary identifies whether a CIF data item is a number or a character. The character and text fields are considered interchangeable.
4. A data item is assumed to be a number if it starts with a digit '0'-'9', plus '+', minus '-' or a period ' ' and it is not bounded by matching single or double quotes or semicolons as the first character on a line. 5. A number may be supplied as an integer, as a floating-point number, or in scientific notation. When concatenated with an integer in parentheses, that integer is assumed to be the estimated standard deviation in the final digit(s) of the number. For example: 34.5, 3.45E1, 34.5(12), 3.45E1(12) are all versions of 34.5 with and without an e.s.d, of 1.2. 6. A data item is assumed to be of data type text if it extends over more than one line, i.e. it starts and ends with a semicolon as the first character of a line. 7. A data item is assumed to be of data type character if it is not a number or text.
8. Only one level of loop_ is permitted. Additional levels of repeated data must be stored as lists within a text field.
9. Many numeric fields contain data for which the units must be known. Each CIF data item has a default units code which is stated in the CIF Dictionary. If a data item is not stored in the default units, the units code is appended to the data name. For example, the default units for a crystal cell dimension are :~ngstrOms. If it is necessary to include this data item in a CIF with the units of picometres, the data name of _eell_length_a is replaced by _cell_length a pro. Only those units defined in the CIF Dictionary are acceptable. The default units, except for the ~.ngstr6m, conform to the SI Standard adopted by the IUCr. These default units should be used whenever possible.
Although the CIF data name and block code definitions are restricted to 32 characters, this is adequate for the construction of self-explanatory names. Data names defined for use in a CIF are separated into components to represent an internal hierarchy of data categories. The concept of data name categories is not explicit in the STAR File process, but it arises naturally as part of data name design. Thus data names of the form _<category>_<topic>_<subtopic> provide for hierarchical classifications and are used throughout the CIF definitions. Sorting on the basis of hierarchical names generates a logical ordering for data names in the Dictionary.
Certain abbreviation conventions have been adopted in this paper, and in the CIF Dictionary, when referring to groups of data names. Use of only the _<category>_ or <category>_<topic>_ components of a data name, while retaining the trailing underline character, refers to a category or subcategory of data names. For example, refln refers to all data items which have data names starting with this text string. Another commonly used abbreviation replaces the leading components of a data name with an asterisk. This provides a convenient shorthand method for referring to specific members of a category of data names. For example, when discussing data items in the _chemical_ formula_ category, one can refer simply to the *_moiety and *_sum items rather than the full data names. This abbreviation aids in the identification of individual data names.
CIF Dictionary
Each data item in a data block is identified by a unique data name. The currently accepted CIF data names are listed and defined in Appendix I as the CIF Dictionary (Core Version 1991). These are the IUCr 'standard' data items currently accepted for the submission of machinereadable documents to the IUCr and to the crystallographic databases. The data items in the Core Dictionary are intended primarily for use in the description of most smallmolecule and inorganic structures. Future extensions to this Dictionary will define data items used in more specialized areas of crystallography, such as powder diffraction and macromolecular studies. Appendix II contains an example of a CIF employing data names from the Core Dictionary in the submission of a manuscript and data to Acta Crystallographica Section C (Willis, Beckwith & Tozer, 1991 ) .
The Dictionary (Core Version 1991) is also availablet as an electronic file cifdic.C91. This file, which has been constructed using the STAR Dictionary Definition Language (DDL) proposal of Cook (1991) , contains more information about the data items than the printed Dictionary in Appendix I. It represents the current master reference file for checking the application of CIF data items. The CIF applications programs CIFER (Allen & Edgington, 1992) and CYCLOPS (Hall, 1991b) , which are described later, employ this Dictionary for the validation and manipulation of standard data names. It must be emphasized that the CIF Dictionary only contains the definitions of data items recognized by the IUCr as standard crystallographic data. In the future, data items will be added to the Dictionary but the definitions of existing standard items must never be changed. This ensures perpetual access in long-term archive files. In the passage of time it can be expected that some data items will fall into disuse and be replaced by more useful data names, but the connection between a standard data name and its definition, once it has been entered into the CIF Dictionary, must remain sacrosanct.
The contents of a CIF are not restricted to data items defined in the standard Dictionary. The presence of nonstandard data does not affect the logical integrity of a CIF nor the access to the standard data. A fundamental property of a STAR File is that its logical integrity is quite independent of the order or nature of the data items. This means that local and standard data can be mixed in the same file. The only potential problem that could arise is if a local data name is subsequently adopted as a standard data name. Careful choice of local data names, perhaps containing a unique code, should avoid this possibility.
A CIF need not contain every data item listed in the Dictionary. All data items are optional and should be included only if required. A list of data items that are essential for submissions to IUCr journals is included in a new Notes for Authors [Acta Cryst. (1991) , C47, 2266-2275] which includes rules for maChine-readable manuscripts. Although the CIF allows data items to be in any order, it is good practice to group the items according to the data categories described below. Thus, all _exptl_ items would be entered together to simplify the task of visual searching and editing.
Data name categories
The definition of data categories has been given above. Each category represents a major logical group of crystallographic data, such as crystal symmetry, associated chemistry, diffraction data, manuscript text, and so on. Here is a brief introduction to the current CIF data categories. More detailed descriptions are given in the Dictionary (Appendix I).
audit data provide a record of the CIF creation and subsequent -updating. These items usually precede all others in the CIF.
_atom_ data are in two separate categories: those that describe atom sites in a crystal structure (i.e. _atom site data names) and those that describe the properties of the atom-types that occupy these sites (i.e. atom_type_ data names).
_cell_ data record the cell parameters, method of measurement, conditions etc. 
Looped and non-looped data items
The STAR File format permits any data i',em to be included in a loop_ list. This is also the case in a CIF. However, only data items which need to be repeated should appear in a looped list. Looped lists are composed of data items with common properties. For example, atom site information (represented by _atom_site_ items) may appear in one list and reflection data (represented by refln_ items) in another, but they cannot be mixed together. Appendix II should be consulted for examples of looped lists.
Note that it is essential to loop repeated data items, rather than declaring them as a series of single data items. This is because the STAR format prohibits a data name from appearing more than once in a data block. The Dictionary identilies which individual data items will normally appear in looped lists. In most cases this is obvious from the nature of the data and its definition. Those data categories where individual items often appear in looped lists are summarized below: 
CIF standard codes
It is particularly important that certain data items be specified in a CIF as standard codes. These codes aid in the simple and unambiguous interpretation of a data item, and should be used wherever applicable. For example, the data item which describes the method by which hydrogen atoms are treated in the least-squares refinement process is associated with the data name A complete list of the currently defined CIF data names with standard codes is given in Section 3 of Appendix I.
Atomic site identification
The identification and labelling of atomic sites is vital in crystallography, both for the structure determination process, and for the description and interpretation of the final results. The atom labelling scheme adopted in the CIF embraces a very wide range of the common styles and conventions in current use. The scheme is fully detailed in Section 4 of the CIF Dictionary (Appendix I), but short introductory notes are also given here.
The labelling of atoms in most crystallographic studies serves two distinct purposes: (a) to identify a site in the crystal, and (b) to identify the chemical element that occupies that site. The former is used, for example, to link the site to the corresponding set of scatteringfactor coefficients, whilst the latter is used in descriptions of the structure which are related to its chemistry, e.g. lists of geometrical data. The CIF Dictionary makes this distinction clear by defining _atom_site_ and _atom_type_ as separate data categories. The connection between the two is made through the identical data items _atom_site_type_symbol and _atom_type_symbol. However, normal crystallographic practice is to use a single label to define both the site and the chemical species occupying it. The CIF definition also makes provision for this. Thus, the atom site_label has a structure (described in detail-in Section 4 of Appendix I) that can start with an element symbol (optionally followed by an oxidation state) followed by an identifier. Together these two parts uniquely define each site, with the first part, termed component 0, identically matching one of the _atom_type_symbol codes.
The _atom_site_label may contain up to six further components, in addition to component 0 described above, to provide for full and explicit site identification. Component 1, the atom number code, would normally be present and is simply concatenated with component O. Other components, e.g. the residue code, the sequence code etc., permit the construction of specialist _atom_site_label codes. These additional components are linked to previous ones by the underline character.
The link between the _atom_site_ and _atom_type_ data items can be given in two ways: (a) if the atom_site_type_symbol is given, then it must match identically one of the _atom_type_symbol values, or (b) if it is not given, then the first part (component O) of the atom site label must match one of the _atom_typesymbol codes. In this way, the common practice of identifying atom sites as e.g. cl, Hg7, r{:cl etc. is preserved.
This site labelling scheme can also be used for sites that are occupationally disordered, either by defining _atom_type_ items with the appropriate average properties, or by defining two atom sites that have identical coordinates, but which point to different atom types.
Creating a CIF
A large proportion of the data included in a CIF will be generated by crystallographic software packages. The CIF example shown in Appendix II was created for publication in Acta Crystallographica Section C by the program CIFIO (Hall, 1990) . However, it also contains data added manually by the authors (Willis, Beckwith & Tozer, 1991 ) . The majority of data items in this example were requested specifically (from CIFIO) for a test Acta Crystallographica submission. Note that the missing items in this example are flagged with a '?'. Programs such as CIFIO can only output the data items present in their internal files and the '?' flag represents a simple mechanism for identifying missing items.
The use of a '?' as a missing data flag is important for two reasons: it signals the inaccessibility of a data item to the generating software, and it satisfies the STAR File requirement that each data name must be matched with a data value. The use of a '?' enables data items from other sources to be added later either manually or by software. For example, most _publ_ items will be entered manually. Manuscripts can be entered by the authors either as ASCII text or as word-processed modules (see _publ_manuscript_ fields in Appendix I). Journal staff will also, in consultation with authors, make changes in response to the detection of incorrect numerical data or to the comments of referees or Co-editors.
The provision for transmitting graphical publication data within a CIF is being investigated. The inclusion of ASCII graphical modules suitable for producing direct laser or plot diagrams (e.g. using HPGL or PostScript) has already been tested. It will also be possible for some diagrams to be generated directly from the _atom_ and _chemical_conn_ data by the journal staff. In the future it is expected that a CIF may contain encapsulated PostScript or TEX modules of text that can be transferred directly to the journals' word processing facility.
Apart from the generation of CIF's by crystallographic packages, specific standalone software has been developed to update, check and access CIF's. The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre is developing a program CIFER (Allen & Edgington, 1992) to facilitate the update and creation of a CIF via a menu-driven interface. This will enable a CIF to be upgraded interactively with 2D diagrams and other missing data. The program EDCIF-J (Osaki, 1991) is also designed for the interactive creation of a publication CIF. Another program, CYCLOPS (Hall, 1991b) , uses the Dictionary file cifdic.C91 to validate data names in any text file, including program source code. This is an essential requirement for software developers wishing to adhere to the standard data names. Finally, the program QUASAR (Hall & Sievers, 1990 ) is designed to extract requested data items from a CIF in the form of another STAR File (further details of this program are given below).
It should be emphasized that CIF's are not intended solely for publication purposes. They are well suited to loJcal archiving and data exchange. Which data are stored in a CIF, and in what order, is very much up to the user. Any CIF, whether for local or global applications, may contain a mixture of standard (IUCr defined) and non-standard (locally defined) data. This will not affect access to either category of data.
It is possible to check or to extract data from a CIF using a text editor. ' However, a more systematic approach is to use specific software for these purposes, such as provided by the programs CYCLOPS and QUASAR. In the next section the program QUASAR is used to illustrate a typical approach to accessing data in a CIF.
Accessing a CIF: the program QUASAR
A data file conforming to the STAR File syntax is accessed by locating the appropriate data names. That is, search procedures rely on the grammatical rules of the STAR format to find the relevant data. This method of searching a file, referred to as parsing, is used by QUASAR (Hall & The first two lines of the request list in 
Concluding remarks
Crystallography, along with other computer-intensive disciplines, has entered an era in which the archiving and electronic exchange of data are of paramount importance. It is these basic needs of storage and transportability of data in a machine-independent form that have driven the development of CIF. The CIF Core Dictionary provides a set of data names, data items and definitions that are fundamental to crystallography. Future versions of the Dictionary will contain extensions to this core that cover data items of importance in more specific areas of the subject, e.g. powder diffraction, macromolecular crystallography etc. Developments parallel to those of CIF have led to the definition of a standard molecular data (SMD) format (Barnard, 1990) for the exchange of chemical connectivity and reaction data. SMD addresses the need to transfer data between databases and the various software systems for molecular modelling and synthesis planning. Since there is an overlap of information between CIF and SMD, it is hoped that some degree of integration can be achieved between the two formats. The provision of a common standard format for machine-readable submissions to Acta Crystallographica and to the crystallographic databases has been a particular aim of the CIF development. These submissions require only a restricted subset of CIF data names for manuscript preparation, many of which can be generated automatically. We would encourage those who are responsible for the development of crystallographic structure determination packages to provide output CIF files as soon as possible. Further, we envisage that software tools will rapidly become available to assist in the upgrading of a program-generated CIF to publication standard. The submission, processing and publication procedures for CIF manuscripts directed to Acta Crystallographica will be announced in the November issue of Section C [Acta Cryst. (1991 ), C47, 2266 -2275 . The announcement will indicate those CIF data items that are normally regarded as essential in manuscript submission. The announcement will also indicate how authors without electronic mail or diskette facilities will benefit from the new procedures.
There is no doubt that the standardization of data exchange formats is overdue. Existing approaches are inadequate because they sacrifice portability, flexibility and extensibility for computational efficiency. Today's and tomorrow's computer technology relegate the latter consideration to a much lower priority. The STAR File, and its specific application to the CIF, are seen as forerunners in the development of new tools for local and global data exchange.
The authors wish to thank the IUCr Executive, members of various IUCr Commissions, the IUCr Working Party on Crystallographic Information, and a number of other crystallographers for their constructive comments and active encouragement during the course of this development. In particular we acknowledge the input and support of Enrique Abola, Mike Dacombe, Paula Fitzgerald, Howard Flack, Richard Goddard, Carl Kriiger, Brian McMahon, Ted Maslen, George Sheldrick, Rolf Sievers and Jim Stewart which contributed directly to the CIF construction. Without this cooperation the relatively swift completion of the central core of this project would not have been possible. We are indebted to Hazel Woodley (Cambridge) for her careful editing of the many revisions to this manuscript.
Notes
The STAR File process is the subject of a patent application by the International Union of Crystallography and S. R. Hall. The CIF specifications and Dictionary are the Copyright of the International Union of Crystallography. These decisions protect STAR File and/or CIF from use for commercial gain without prior permission, and reflect the involvement of the IUCr in supporting this development. STAR File and CIF may be used freely by individuals for their intended purposes, and for the preparation of deposition documents for non-IUCr journals. Requests to use STAR File and/or CIF for any other purpose should be addressed to: Dr J. N. King, Executive Secretary, International Union of Crystallography, 5 Abbey Square, Chester CH1 2HU, England.
The computer program source code for QUASAR and CYCLOPS, and the CIF Dictionary (Core Version 1991) in printed form, and as the electronic file cifdic.C91, are available from the Technical Editor, International Union of Crystallography, 5 Abbey Square, Chester CH1 2HU, England (emaih teched@iucr.ac.uk).
APPENDIX I CIF Dictionary (Core Version 1991)

Introduction
This version of the CIF Dictionary contains the detailed definitions of data names which are acceptable in submissions to the IUCr and to the crystallographic databases. Data names are considered to be case insensitive: they may be given in upper-or lower-case letters, or in any combination of upper and lower case. The data name definitions are ordered alphabetically by the data category; general notes on these categories are given in Section 2 of this Appendix.
Certain abbreviation conventions have been adopted in the CIF Dictionary when referring to groups of data names. Use of only the _<category>_ or _<cate-gory>_<topic>_ components of a data name, while retaining the trailing underline character, refers to a category or subcategory of data names. For example, _re f i n refers to all data items which have data names starting with this text string. Another commonly used abbreviation replaces the leading components of a data name with an asterisk. This provides a convenient shorthand method for referring to specific members of a category of data names. For example, when discussing data items in the chemical_formula_ category, one can refer simply to t-he *_moiety and *_sum items rather than the full data names. This abbreviation aids in the identification of individual data names.
Literature references that are required for the definition of a data item are included in full within the Dictionary, in order that it can be distributed as a standalone document.
The CIF Dictionary contains information about the permitted units for numerical data items. Default units do not require any extensions to be appended to the data name. These defaults, except for the hngstrOm unit, conform to the SI standard adopted by the IUCr. Default units should be used wherever possible; they must be used in submissions to Acta Crystallographica.
Simple typesetting conventions have been adopted for use with CIF data. These are listed in a table below. These conventions are particularly important in text submissions to Acta Crystallographica. The list will be extended as need arises and reported in future versions of the Dictionary and in the Notes for Authors which will be published annually in Acta. Typesetting signals are important in the free-text fields, such as _publ_section_, and also in fields such as chemical name or in the construction of atom labels for certain classes of compounds, e.g. amino acids and peptides.
Greek letters have been assigned a single-character ASCII alphabetic equivalent. As far as possible, this is the first letter of the fully spelled name of each Greek letter. The exceptions are marked * in the list below. Greek letter codes are preceded by a backslash '\'; lower-case Greek letters use the code in lower case, upper-case Greek letters use the code in upper case.
CIF data categories audit data names
The _audit_ data items provide a record of the CIF creation and subsequent updating. These items usually precede all others in the CIF.
at om data names
The atom data names are in two separate categories:
those that describe atom sites in a crystal structure (i.e. atom site data names), and those that describe the properties of-the atom types that occupy these sites (i.e.
atom_type_ data names). The _atom_type_ data provide information on the chemical identity, scattering factors, atomic radii and so on. The atom site items describe specific information on atomic sites such as positional coordinates, atomic displacement parameters, magnetic moments and directions, and so on. The atom_type_ data are global. They apply to one or more atom sites. The link to the atom site data is provided through the data names _atomtype_symbol and _at om_s it e_t ype_s ymbo i. These items provide the common character codes which identify atom types. Normally these codes are element symbols but they can include the oxidation state or any other information that uniquely identifies the atom types present in the structure.
If the _atom_site_type_symbol data is supplied in an atom site list, it must match with one of the _atom_type_symbol codes. Alternatively, if the _atom_site_type_symbol is not supplied, the leading characters of the _atom_site_label must match with one of the _atom_type_symbol codes. Note that the _atom_site_type_symbol has precedence over the atom site label for the purpose of linking with a-tom type data and, if the former is present, the latter need not contain an atom type code. The rules for specifying the _atom_site_label are given in Section 4. When several atom species share the same site, as is commonly found in mineral structures, two different approaches may be used. Atom types may be defined separately with unique symbol codes. A multiply occupied atom site is then specified as two or more atom sites with the same coordinates but different atom site_type_symbol (or _atom_site_label) codes. With this approach _atom_site_occupancy values must add up to unity or less. The alternative approach is to specify an _atom_type_symbol tO identify the properties of the combined atomic species sharing the site. In this case only a single entry for each atom site is needed.
cell data names
These data specify the cell parameters, together with the method of measurement, experimental conditions, etc.
chemical data names
These data specify the composition and chemical properties of the compound. The formula data items must agree with those that specify the density, unit-cell and Z values.
The following rules apply to the construction of the data items chemical formula_analytical, * structural and * sum. For the data item *_moiety the-formula construct{on is broken up into residues or moieties, i.e. groups of atoms that form a molecular unit or molecular ion. The rules given below apply within each moiety but different requirements apply to the way that moieties are connected (see _chemical_formula_moiet y).
I. Only recognized element symbols may be used. The symbol D is used for deuterium.
2. Each element symbol is followed (without a space) by an integer or decimal 'count' number. A count of '1' may be omitted.
3. A space or parenthesis must separate each element symbol and its count from the next element symbol.
4. Where a group of elements is enclosed in parentheses, the multiplier for the group must follow the closing parentheses. That is, all element and group multipliers are assumed to be printed as subscripted numbers. An exception to this rule exists for * moiety formula where preand post-multipliers are permitted for molecular units.
5. Unless the elements are ordered in a manner that corresponds to their chemical structure, as in chemical formula structural, the order of the elements should be: C, H, followed by the other elements (including deuterium) in alphabetical order of their symbol. This is the Hill system used by Chemical Abstracts. This ordering is used in *_analytical, *_sum and within the molecular units of *_moiety.
chemical conn data names
The chemical conn data items specify the 2D chemical structure of the molecular species. They allow a 2D chemical diagram to be reconstructed for use in a publication or in a database search for structural and substructural relationships.
The chemical connectivity specification uses two related lists of looped data. These are the atom list and the bond list.
The atom data items provide information about the chemical properties of the atoms in the structure. In cases where crystallographic and molecular symmetry elements coincide it must also contain symmetry-generated atoms, so that the chemical conn data items will always describe a complete chemical entity. The bond data items specify the connections between the atoms in the atom list and the nature of the chemical bond between these sites.
_computing--data names
These items identify the computer programs used in the crystal structure analysis.
database data names These codes are assigned by database managers and should only appear in a CIF if they originate from this source.
di f f rn data names
These items record details of the diffraction data and its measurement.
_exptl_ data names
These items record experimental measurements on the crystal, such as shape, size, density etc.
_geom_ data names
These data items provide information on the molecular and crystal geometry, as calculated from the contents of the atom , cell and _symmetry_data. Geometry data is therefore redundant in that it can be calculated from other more fundamental quantities in the CIF. It serves, however, the dual purpose of providing a check on the correctness of both sets of data, and of enabling the most important geometric data to be identified for publication by setting the *_publ_flag.
Geometry data types that are not defined explicitly in the CIF Dictionary may be entered as _geom_specia l_det ai i s.
journal data names
These are the book keeping entries used by the journals staff when processing a CIF submitted for publication. Normally the creator of a CIF will not specify these data. The data names are not defined in the Dictionary because they are for journal use only.
_publ_ data names
These items are used when submitting a manuscript to a journal for publication.
refine data names These items describe the structure refinement parameters.
refln and reflns data names
These names specify the reflection data used to determine the atom data items. They exist in two categories:
refln and reflns items. The reflns data specify {-he para-meters that apply to all reflections. The refln_ data refer to individual reflections and must be ]-ncluded in looped lists. The _reflns_ data are not looped.
_symmetry--data names
These items specify the space-group symmetry.
Standard codes tahle
Recognized codes are provided for spccific data items. Definitions of the codes arc included within the CIF data name descriptions of Section 5. Only the codes shown there may be used. If onc of these codes does not adequately identify the condition of a parameter, include this information in another data item (e.g. in * s~'ecia]_ det ai]s fields). For convenience we list here those data names for which standard codes are provided. 
Atom lahel definition
The at. om_site_2abei
is the unique identifier of a specific site in the crystal structure which contains a particular atomic type or combination of atom types. There may be more than one at_o,;~_s,-it e abe-referring to the same position in the crystal structure. This is one approach to specifying shared atom sites. The other is to specify a single site containing a mixture of atom types in a fixed proportion defined by _at. om_t ype__ desc r i ?'. ± c;ra.
The _atom ..sit_e__labe 1 may be constructed from up to seven distinct components, 0 to 6. These components are concatenated in sequential order from left to right. The atom_site_label must contain a component 0 code. ,g, II other components are optional. Components 0 and I arc concatenated; all other components are joined by an underline ' " character. These underlines must bc included up to the highest-order component present (i.e. if a lowerorder component is omitted the '_' separator must still be inserted in order to maintain the component ranking). An underline character can never be used within a component code itself.
For most applications component 0 of the atom label is a code that identifies the 'type' of atom, or atoms, at the atomic site. It must therefore match one of the specified _atom...t. ype symbo codes in the atom t. ype_ list. However, if the data item at.om_site_type_symbo] is also specified, component i) of the atom label is not used to identify the atom type and it may contain any code which is consistent with the construction rules cited below. In other words, the _at. om_s i t e_t ype _ s ymbo l, if speci fled, takes precedence over the a.'..om_sit-.(., label, componer:t 0 code in the role of linking the _atom_site_ list to the atom type_ list.
The at.ore site label construction is tlexible, visually detfipherable and well suited to computer applications.
The components can be easily identified and stripped with a single pass, from left to right, along the label string. Note that the underline separators are only used if higher-order compor, ents exist. If intermediate components are not used they may be omitted provided the underline separators are inserted. For example the label '.::;.,~ ,.: ~..~" is acceptable and decodes as the components 0: ' :', I: ";: ~~', 2: ", and 3: '.:.y~'. There is no requirement that the same number of components be used in each label. A character string containing any character except a blank or an underline, with the proviso that each digit "0"--'9' be used only to designate an oxidation state and, as such, must bc lollowcd by a plus '+" or a minus "-" character, it is recommended that the element symbols bc used when applicable. Permissible codes arc:
Conzponents of _atonz_site_lahel
This string may contain any alphanumeric character except a blank or an underline "_' but the first character must be a digit "0'-'9" and the second character may not be a plus "+" or a minus '-'. It is intended primarily to differentiate sites containing the same atom type, but can be used for any purpose whatsoever. This string is concatenated directly with the _at,. :;!;.,e 7:>:'..:~::;,, wherethe component O is underlined to indicate how these labels are parsed.
An underline character is inserted if components beyond 1 are included in the label.
Component 2: {Menti/Jer code] (optional)
This string may contain any character except a bhmk or underline. It is intended primarily to identify specilic structural information in a macromolecular fragment, but may be used for any other purpose as well.
An underlim, character is inserted ~/components beyond 2 are im'luded in the lahel.
Components 3-6: [residue, sequence number, chain-order, alternate codes] (optional)
These strings may contain any character except a blank or an underline.
Underline characters are inserted after each component, 3 to 5, itu'htded in the label.
CIF data name definitions
The CIF definition of each data item in this dictionary contains: (a) an identifying data name, (b) a data type code, (c) a description, (d) optional parameters, and (e) optional example(s).
(a) The data name appears at the top of the definition in a bold typewriter face.
(b) The data type code appears to the right of the data name in italics and is bounded by parentheses. The possible type codes are 'char' and 'numb'. The 'char' code signals that the data item may be represented by either a single-line character string bounded by matching blanks, single quotes or double quotes, or multi-line text bounded by a semicolon as the first character of the bounding lines. The 'numb' code indicates that the data item is a number in integer, decimal or scientific notation.
(c) The description of the data item appears immediately below the data name in roman type. The description indicates the purpose of the data item and its relationship to other data items. References to the original definition of the data item are provided where appropriate.
(d) Parameters which specify the way in which the data item may be used follow the description, in a smaller roman typeface. These parameters appear in the definition as standard descriptive phrases. The meanings of these phrases are given below.
(i) "Appearance in list: [ves lnolboth] ." specifies whether the data item may be included in a repeated list of data items (that is, as a member of data item(s) preceded by a 'Zoop_' command). Note that 'both' refers to a data item which is normally a single value but in special circumstances may also appear in a looped list.
(ii) "If looped, [_data_namel must be present in the same list." specifies another data item that must appear in the same looped list in order that the currently defined item may be correctly accessed. (iii) "Where no value is given, the assumed value is '[*]'." specifies the string '*' which is assumed to be the default entry when this data item is absent from the CIF.
(iv) "The permitted range is [minl~lmax] ." specifies the minimum and maximum numbers permitted for this data item. These are the standard anisotropic atomic displacement components which appear in the structure factor term: 
exp(-27re~i~jUijhihja;af).----
_at om_s it e_at t ached_hydrogens (numb)
The number of hydrogen atoms attached to the atom at this site excluding any H atoms for which coordinates (measured or calculated) are given.
Appearance in list: yes. If looped, _atom_site_label must be present in the same list. Where no value is given, the assumed value is '0'. The permitted range is 0--*4.
Example(s): 2 (water oxygen), 1 (hydroxyl oxygen), 4 (ammonium nitrogen) atom site calc attached atom
The _atom_sito_label of the atom site to which the 'geometrycalculated' atom site is attached.
Appearance in list: yes. If looped, _aZom_siZe_Zabel must be present in the same list. Where no value is given, the assumed value is '. '.
_at om_s ite_calc_flag (char)
A standard code to signal if the site data has been determined by diffraction data or calculated from the geometry of surrounding sites, or has been assigned dummy coordinates. Component 0 is normally a code which matches identicall', with one of the _atom_type_symbol codes. If this is the case then the rules governing the _atom_type_symbol code apply. If, however, the data item _atom_site_type_symbol is also specified in the atom site list, component 0 need not match this symbol or adhere to any of the _atom_type_symbol rules. Component 1 is referred to as the 'atom number'. When component 0 is the atom type code, it is used to number the sites with the same atom type. This component code must start with at least one digit which is not followed by a + or -sign (to distinguish it from the component 0 rules). Components 2 to 6 contain the identifier, residue, sequence, chain order and alternate codes, respectively. These codes may be composed of any characters except an underlie.e. Appearance in list: yes. If looped. _atom_site_label must be present in the same list.
_atom__site_disorder_group (char)
A code to link disordered atom sites of a group that exist simultaneously in the crystal structure. 
The _atom_site_label is a unique identifier for a particular site in the crystal. This code is made up of a sequence of up to seven components, _atom_site_label_component_0 to *_6, which may be specified as separate data items. Component 0 usually matches one of the specified _atom_type_symbol codes. This is not mandatory if an _atom_site_type_symbol item is _at om__site_occupancy (numb)
The fraction of the atom type present at this site. The sum of the occupancies of all the atom types at this site may not significantly exceed 1.0 unless it is a dummy site. Codes which identify the methods used to locate the initial atomic sites. The *_primary code identifies how the first atom sites were determined; the *_secondary code identifies how the remaining non-hydrogen sites were located; and the *_hydrogens code identifies how the hydrogens were located. 
_at om__t ype_s cat_di spe r s ion_imag _at om_t ype_s cat_di spe r s i on_rea I (numb)
The imaginary and real components of the anomalous dispersion scattering factors, f" and f' (in electrons) for this atom type and the radiation given in diffrn_radiation_wavelength. Appearance in list: yes. If looped, _atom_type_symbol must be present in the same list. Where no value is given, the assumed value is '0-0'.
_atom_type_scat_source (char)
Reference to source of scattering factors used for this atom type. Appearance in list: yes. If looped, _atom_type_symbol must be present in the same list. Tables Vol. IV Table 2 
Example(s): 'International
_atom_type_symbol (char)
The code used to identify the atom specie(s) representing this atom type. Normally this code is the element symbol. The code may be composed of any character except an underline with the additional proviso that digits designate an oxidation state and must be followed by a + or -character.
Appearance in list: yes.
Example(s): c, Cu2+, s (SDS), dummy, FeNi audit creation date (char)
A date that the CIF was created. The date format is yy-mm-dd.
cell formula units Z (numb)
The number of the formula units in the unit cell as specified by _ chemi cal_f ormula_ structural, _chemical_formula_moiety or _chemical_formula_sum.
The permitted range is 1----~ cx~. 
_cell_measurement_pressure (numb)
The pressure at which the unit-cell parameters were measured (not the pressure used to synthesize the sample). 
(numb)
The total number of reflections used to determine the unit cell. These reflections may be specified as _cell_measurement_refln_ data items. _ce 1 l_measurement_t empe r at ure (numb) The temperature at which the unit-cell parameters were measured (not the temperature of synthesis). 
_chemical_conn_at ore_charge (numb)
The net integer charge assigned to this atom. This is the formal charge assignment normally found in chemical diagrams.
Appearance in list: yes. If looped, _chemical_corm_atom_type_symbol must be present in the same list. Where no value is given, the assumed value is '0'. The permitted range is -6---*6.
Example(s): 1 (for an ammonium nitrogen), -i (for a chloride ion) _chemical_conn_at om_di spl ay_x _chemi ca l_conn_at om_di spl ay_y
(numb)
The 2D Cartesian coordinates (x, y) of the position of this atom in a recognizable chemical diagram. The coordinate origin is at the lower left corner, the x axis is horizontal and the y axis is vertical. The coordinates must lie in the range 0.0 to 1.0. These coordinates can be obtained from projections of a suitable uncluttered view of the molecular structure. If absent, values will be assigned by the journals' or database staff. 
The number of connected atoms excluding terminal hydrogen The maximum and minimum theta angles in degrees of reflections used to measure the unit cell.
atoms. Appearance in list: yes. If looped, _chemical_conn_atom_type_symbol The permitted range is 0.0---,90.0. must be present in the same list. The permitted range is 0---~ ~.
_cell_measurement_wavelength (numb)
The wavelength of the radiation used to measure the unit cell. If this is not specified, the wavelength is assumed to be the same as that given in _diffrn_radiation_wavelength.
The permitted range is 0.0---~ oo. The units extensions are: ' ' (Angstr6ms *1.0) '_pm' (picometres /1003 '_nm' (nanometres *10.).
_ce ll_special_det ails (char)
A description of special aspects of the cell choice, noting possible alternative settings. 
(numb)
The total number of hydrogen atoms attached to this atom, regardless of whether they are included in the refinement or the _atom_site_ list. This number will be the same as _atom_site_attached_hydrogens only if none of the hydrogen atoms appear in the _atom_site_ list. Appearance in list: yes. If looped, _chemical conn_atom_type_symbol must be present in the same list. The permitted range is 0----, oo.
chemical conn atom number (numb)
The chemical sequence number to be associated with this atom. Appearance in list: yes. If looped, _chemical_conn_aZom_type_symbol must be present in the same list. The permitted range is 1---* oo. _chemical_formula_ items specify the composition and chemical properties of the compound. The formula data items must agree with those that specify the density, unit-cell and Z values.
The following rules apply to the construction of the data items _chemical_formula_analytical, *_structural and *_sum. For the data item *_moiety the formula construction is broken up into residues or moieties, i.e. groups of atoms that form a molecular unit or molecular ion. The rules given below apply within each moiety but different requirements apply to the way that moieties are connected (see _chemical_formula_moiety).
1. Only recognized element symbols may be used. 2. Each element symbol is followed by a 'count' number. A count of'l' may be omitted.
3. A space or parenthesis must separate each element symbol and its count.
4. Where a group of elements is enclosed in parentheses, the multiplier for the group must follow the closing parentheses. That is, all element and group multipliers are assumed to be printed as subscripted numbers. [An exception to this rule exists for *_moiety formulae where pre-and post-multipliers are permitted for molecular units].
5. Unless the elements are ordered in a manner that corresponds to their chemical structure, as in _chemical_formula_structural, the order of the elements within any group or moiety should be: C, H followed by the other elements in alphabetical order of their symbol. This is the 'Hill' system used by Chemical Abstracts. This ordering is used in _chemical_formula_moiety and _chemical_formula_sum. ('ha,') See above _chemical_formula_appendix for the rules for writing chemical formulae for inorganics, organometallics, metal complexes etc'., in which bonded groups are preserved as discrete entities within parentheses, with post-multipliers as required. The order of the elements should give as much information as possible about the chemical structure. Parentheses may be used and nested as required. This formula should correspond to the structure as actually reported, i.e. trace elements not included in atom type and atom site data should not be included in this formula (see also _chemical_formula_analytical). Formula mass in daltons. This mass should correspond to the formulae given under _chemical_formula_structural, *_moiety or *_sum and, together with the Z value and cell parameters, should yield the density given as _exptl_crystal_density_dif frn. The permitted range is 1-0---, oo.
_chemical_formul a_we ight_mea s (numb)
Formula mass in daltons measured by a non-diffraction experiment. The permitted range is 1.0--~ oo.
_chemical_melting_point (numb)
The melting point of the crystal. The permitted range is 0.0---, oo. The units extensions are: ' ' (Kelvin +0) '_C' (Celsius +273.0). The ASTM coden for a journal as given in the Chemical Source List and the journal code used in the Cambridge Structural Database.
(char)
_di f f rn_orient_mat rix_t ype
A description of the orientation matrix type and how it should be applied to define the orientation of the crystal precisely with respect to the diffractometer axes.
diffrn orient matrix UB 31 diffrn orient matrix UB 32 diffrn orient matrix UB 33 (numb)
The elements of the diffractometer orientation matrix. These define the dimensions of the reciprocal cell and its orientation to the local diffractometer axes. See _diffrn_orient_matrix_type.
_di f f rn_orient_re f in_angle_chi _di f frn_ambient_~res sure (numb) _di f f rn_orient_re f in_angle_kappa diffrn orient_re f in_angle_~phi The pressure at which the diffraction data were measured.
----diffrn orient_re fln_angle_psi 
diffrn attenuator code (char)
A code associated with a particular attenuator setting. This code is referenced by the _diffrn_refln_attenuator_code diffrn orient refln index h diffrn orient refln index k diffrn orient refln index 1 (numb)
The indices of a reflection used to define the orientation matrix. See _dif frn_orien~_matrix_type and _dif frn_orient_matrix_ Appearance in list: yes.
diffrn radiation detector (char)
The detector used to measure the diffraction intensities. The deadtime in microseconds of _diffrn_radiation_detec-%or.
Appearance in list: both. The permitted range is 0.0---~ oc.
__di f frn_radiat ion_wavelength (numb)
The radiation wavelength. 
_di f f rn_radiat ion_inhomogene ity (numb)
Half-width in millimetres of the incident beam in the perpendicular direction with respect to the diffraction plane.
Appearance in list: both. The permitted range is 0.0--+ ~.
diffrn radiation monochromator (char)
The method used to obtain monochromatic radiation. If a monochromator crystal is used the material and the indices of the Bragg reflection are specified.
Appearance in list: both.
Example ( The relative weight of a wavelength identified by the code _diffrn_radiation_wavelength_id in the list of wavelengths.
Appearance in list: yes. If looped, _diffrn_radiation_wavelength_id must be present in the same list. The permitted range is 0.0---~ I-0. Where no value is given, the assumed value is '1.0'. _di f frn_re f in_angle_chi _di f frn_re f in_angle_kappa _di f frn_re f in_angle_omega _di f frn_re f in_angle_~hi _di f frn_re f in_angle_psi _di f frn_re f in_angle_thet a (numb)
The diffractometer angles in degrees of a reflection. These correspond to the specified orientation matrix and the original measured cell before any subsequent cell transformations. Appearance in list: yes. If looped, _diffrn_refln_index_ must be present in the same list.
diffrn refln attenuator code (char)
The code identifying the attenuator setting for this reflection. This code must match one of the _diffrn_attenuator_code values.
Appearance in list: yes. If looped, _diffrn_refln_index must be present in the same list.
_di f f rn_re f in_count s_bg_l _di f f rn_re f in_count s_bg_2 diffrn refln counts net _di f f rn_re f in_count speak diffrn refln counts total (numb)
The diffractometer counts for the measurements: background before the peak, background after the peak, net counts after background removed, counts for peak scan or position, and the total counts (background plus pe,.k).
Appearance in list: yes. If looped, _diffrn_refln_index_ must be present in the same list. The permitted range is 0---* e~. diffrn refln standard code
(char)
The code identifying that this reflection was measured as a standard intensity. This is the case if the code matched one of the _diffrn_standard_refln_code values. Appearance in list: yes. If looped, _diffrn_refln_index_ must be present in the same list.
Example(s): 1, 2, 3, sl, s2, z3, A, S, Z _di f frn_re fln_wavelength
(numb)
The mean wavelength of radiation used to measure diffraction for this reflection. This is an important parameter for data collected using energy dispersive detectors or the Laue method. 
(char)
The code identifying the scale appling to this reflection. This code must match with a specified _diffrn_scale_group_code value. Appearance in list: yes. If looped, _diffrn_refln_index_ must be present in the same list.
diffrn refln scan mode (char)
The code identifying the mode of scanning with a diffractometer. See _dif frn_refln_scan_wid'eh and _dif frn_ref ln_scan_mode_backgd. diffrn reflns av sigmaI/netI
The permitted range is 0-0--. oo.
diffrn reflns limit h max diffrn reflns limit h min diffrn reflns limit k max diffrn reflns limit k min diffrn reflns limit 1 max diffrn reflns limit 1 min
(numb)
The index limits ofthe diffraction reflection data specified by _diffrn_refln_index_h, *_k, *_i.
diffrn reflns number
The total number of measured diffraction data. The permitted range is 0---+ oo.
(numb) _di f f rn_re f in s_redu ct i on proce s s (char)
A description of the process used to reduce the intensity data into structure-factor magnitudes. 
(numb)
Miller indices of standard reflections used in the diffraction measurement process. Appearance in list: yes.
_di f f rn_st andards_decay_% (numb)
The percentage variation of the mean intensity for all standard reflections. The permitted range is 0-0--~ oo.
diffrn standards interval count
The number of reflection intensities, or the time in minutes, between the measurement of standard reflection intensities. The permitted range is 0---~ oo.
diffrn standards number (numb)
The number of unique standard reflections used in the diffraction measurements. The permitted range is 0---~ oo.
Elements of the matrix used to transform the diffraction re_diffrn_standards_scale_sigma flection indices _diffrn_refln_index_h, *_k, *_i into the _refln_index_h, *_k, *_i indices. 
(char)
The code identifying a specific measurement group (e.g. for multi-film or multi-crystal data). The code must match a _diffrn_refln_scale_group_code in the reflection list.
Appearance in list: yes. Example(s): 1, 2, 3 , sl, A, B, el, c2, c3
The intensity scale ~r a specific measu~ment group identified by _diffrn_scale_group_code.
Appearanceinlist:yes. The permitted rangeis0.0---*oo.
._.eli f f rn_spe c i a l_det a i 1 s (char)
Special details of the diffraction measurement process. Should include information about source instability, crystal motion, degradation and so on.
(numb)
The e.s.d, of the individual mean standard scales applied to the intensity data. The permitted range is 0.0---, oo.
_expt l_absorpt_coe f ficient_mu (numb)
The absorption coefficient # calculated from atomic content of the cell, the density and the radiation wavelength. The permitted range is 0.0--+ co. The units extensions are: ' ' (reciprocal millimetres *1.0) ' cm' (reciprocal centimetres /10.).
_expt l_abs orpt_cor re ct ion_T_max _expt l_absorpt_co r re ct ion_T_min (numb)
The maximum and minimum transmission factors for the crystal and radiation. These factors are also referred to as the absorption correction A or I/A*. The permitted range is 0.0--~1.0.
_expt l_abs o rpt_co r rect ion_t ype
The absorption correction type and method. analytical analytical from crystal shape integration integration from crystal shape 
_expt l_cryst al_dens ity_meas_temp (numb)
Temperature in Kelvin that _exptl_crystal_density_meas was determined at. The permitted range is 0-0---* oo.
_expt l_cryst al_s i z e_max _expt l_cryst al_si ze_mid _expt l_cryst al_s i ze_min _expt l_cryst al_s i z e_rad (numb)
The maximum, medial and minimum dimensions of the crystal. If the crystal is a sphere or a cylinder then the *_rad item is the radius. These may appear in a list with _exptl crystal_id if multiple crystals used in the experiment.
Appearance in list: both. If looped, _exptl_crystal_id must be present in the same list. The' permitted range is 0.0---* oo. The units extensions are: ' ' (millimctres *l.0) '_cm' (ccntimctres *I0.0).
_expt l_cryst al_density_met hod (char)
The method used to measure _exptl_crystal_density_meas.
.
...expt l_cryst al s_number (numb)
The total number of crystals used in the data measurement. The permitted range is 1---* oo.
_expt l_cryst al_descript ion (char)
A description of the crystal quality and habit. Dimensional data is better placed in the _exptl_crystal_face_ data items.
_expt l_cryst a I_F_O 0 0
The number of electrons in the crystal unit cell F(000). The permitted range is 1---* do.
(numb)
_expt l_cryst al_face_di f fr_chi _expt l_cryst a l_face_di f fr_kappa _expt l_cryst al_face_di f fr_phi _expt l_cryst al_face_di ffr ps i (numb)
The diffractometer angle settings in degrees for a specific crystal face associated with _exptl_crystal_face_perp_dist. Appearance in list: yes. If looped, _exptl_crystal_face_perp_dist must be present in the same list.
_expt l_cryst a l_f ace_index_h _expt l_cryst al_face_index_k _expt l_cryst al_face_index_l (numb) The labels of the three atom sites which define the angle specified by _geom_angle. These must match labels specified as _atom site_label in the atom list. Label 2 identifies the site at the apex of the angle. Appearance in list: yes.
_geom_angle_publ_f lag (char)
This code signals if the angle is referred to in a publication or should be placed in a _geom_angle_s it e_s ymmet ry_l _geom_angle_s it e_symmet ry_2 _ge om_angl e_s it e_symmet ry_3 (char)
The symmetry code of each atom site as the symmetry equivalent position number 'n' and the cell translation number 'mmm'. These numbers are combined to form the code 'n mmm' or n_mmm. 'n' is the sequence number of the symmetry elements as listed in _symmetry_equiv_pos_as_xyz. 'mmm' are the concatenated cell translations along x, y, z with respect to the base number 555. The symmetry transformation is applied to the coordinates given by _atom_site_fracg_x, *_y, *_z identified by _atom site label. If there are no cell translations the translation number may be omitted. If no symmetry operations or translations are applicable then a single period '.' may be used. _geom_bond_at om_s it e_labe i_i _geom_bond_at om_s it e_l abe 1--2 (char)
The labels of two atom sites that form a bond. These must match labels specified as _atom_siZe_label in the atom list.
_geom bond_dist ance (numb)
The _ge om_c ont act_s it e_symmet ry_l _geom_cont act_s it e_s ymmet ry_2 (char)
The symmetry code of each atom site as the symmetry equivalent position number 'n' and the cell translation number 'mmm'. These numbers are combined to form the code 'n mmm' or n_mmm. 'n' is the sequence number of the symmetry elements as listed in _symmetry_equiv_pos_as_xyz: 'mmm' are the concatenated cell translations along x, y, z with respect to the base number 555. The symmetry transformation is applied to the coordinates given by _atom_site_fract_x, *_y, *_z identified by _atom_site_label. _geom_bond_s it e_symmet ry_l _geom_bond_s it e_symmet ry_2 (char)
The symmetry code of each atom site as the symmetry-equivalent position number 'n' and the cell translation number 'mmm'. These numbers are combined to form the code 'n mmm' or n_mmm. 'n' is the sequence number of the symmetry elements as listed in _symmetry_equiv_pos_as_xyz. 'mmm' are the concatenated cell translations along x, y, z with respect to the base number 555. The symmetry transformation is applied to the coordinates given by _atom_site_fract_x, *_y, *_z identified by _atom_site_label.
If there are no cell translations the translation number may be omitted. If no symmetry operations or translations are applicable then a single period ' ' may be used. Appearance in list: yes. If looped, _geom_bond_atom_site_label_ must be present in the same list. Example(s):
(no symmetry or translation to site), 4 (4th symmetry operation applied), 7_645 (7th symm. posn; +a on x; -b on y) _ge om_cont act_at om_s it e_l abe i_i _ge om_c ont a ct_at om_s it e_l abe 1_2 (char)
The labels of two atom sites that are within contact distance. The labels must match _atom_site_label codes in the atom list. 
_geom_special details (char)
The description of geometrical information not covered by the existing _geom_ data names, such as least-squares planes.
_geom_t orsion (numb)
The torsion angle in degrees bounded by the four atom sites identified by the _geom_torsion_atom_site_label_ codes. These must match labels specified as _atom_site_label in the atom list. The torsion angle definition should be that of Klyne, W. & Prelog, V. (1960 _ge om_t o r s i on_at om_s it e_l abe i_i _geom_t or s ion_at om_s it e _ label_2 _geom_tors ion_at om_s ite_label_3 _geom_t or s ion_at om_s it e_l abe i_4 (char)
The labels of the four atom sites which define the torsion angle specified by _geom_torsion. These must match codes specified as _atom_site_label in the atom list. The torsion angle definition should be that of Klyne, W. & Prelog, V. (1960) . Endeavour, 16, [521] [522] [523] [524] [525] [526] [527] [528] . The vector direction *_label_2 to *_label_3 is the viewing direction, and the torsion angle is the angle of twist required to superimpose the projection of the vector site 2-site 1 onto the projection of the vector site 3-site 4. Clockwise torsions are positive, anticlockwise torsions are negative.
_geom t or s ion_publ_f lag (char)
This code signals if the angle is referred to in a publication or should be placed in a _geom_t ors i on_s ite_symmet ry_l _geom_t ors i on_s ite_symmet ry_2 _ge om_t ors ion_s it e_s ymmet ry_3 _geom t or s ion_sit e_symmet ry_4 (cha,')
The symmetry code of each atom site as the symmetry-equivalent position number 'n' and the cell translation number 'mmm'.
These numbers are combined to form the code 'n mmm' or n_mmm. 'n' is the sequence number of the symmetry elements as listed in _symmotry_equiv_pos_as_xyz. 'mmm' are the concatenated cell translations along x, y, z with respect to the base number 555. These data items are used to specify the need to include specific data into a manuscript which is not normally requested by the journal. *_item specifies the data name; *_info provides the reasons for the inclusion; and *_defn flags whether this is a standard definition or not (flags are 'yes' or 'no'). The example shows how these three items are looped. (('ha,) The nature of the absolute structure and how it was determined. For example, to describe the nature of the Friedel data used.
refine is abs structure Flack (numb) This measure of absolute structure (enantiomorph or polarity) is defined in the paper by Flack, H. D. (1983) . A('ta Crvst. A39, 876-88 I.
(numb)
The extinction coefficient used to calculate the correction factor applied to the structure-factor data. The nature of the extinction coefficient is given in the definitions of _ref ine_is_extinction_expression and _refine_is_extinction_method.
For the 'Zachariasen' method it will be the r* value; for the 'B-C type 1 isotropic' method it is the 'g' value, and for 'B--C type 2 isotropic' corrections it is the 'p' value. Note that the magnitude of these values is usually of the order of I0000. refine is extinction method (char)
A description of the extinction correction method applied with the data item _refine_ls_extinction_coef. This description should include information about the correction method 'BeckerCoppens' [Becker, P. J. & Coppens, P. (1974) . Acta Crvst. A30, 129-1531 or 'Zachariasen' [Zachariasen, W.H. (1967 . Acta Crvst. 23, [558] [559] [560] [561] [562] [563] [564] . The latter is sometimes referred to as the 'Larson' method [Larson, A. C. (1967) . Acta Crvst. 23, 664-6651 even though it employs Zachariasen's formula. The BeckerCoppens procedure is referred to as 'type 1' when correcting secondary extinction dominated by the mosaic spread; as 'type 2' when secondary extinction is dominated by particle size and includes a primary extinction component; and as 'mixed' when there is a mixture of types 1 and 2. For the B--C method it is also necessary to set the mosaic distribution as either 'Gaussian' or 'Lorentzian'; and the nature of the extinction as 'isotropic' or 'anisotropic'. Note that if either the 'mixed' or 'anisotropic' corrections are applied the multiple coefficients cannot be contained in *_extinction_coef and must be listed in _refine_special_details. Where no value is given, the assumed value is C Zachariasen' . The least-squares goodness-of-fit parameter S for all data, and for observed data, after the final cycle of refinement. Ideally account should be taken of parameters restrained in the least squares. The goodness-of-fit parameter S is defined as S = [~(wlY, , , 12)/(N, , , ., , , ) (numb) refine is restrained S all refine is restrained Sobs
The least-squares goodness-of-fit parameter S' for all data, and for observed data, after the final cycle of least squares. This parameter explicitly includes the restraints applied in the The number of constrained (non-refined or dependent) parameters in the least-squares process. These may be due _refine ls shift/esd_max to symmetry or any other constraint process (e.g. rigid-_refine ls shift/esd_..mean body refinement). See also _atom_site_constraints and _atom_site_refinement_flags.
A general description of constraints may appear in _refine_special_details. Where no value is given, the assumed value is cO'. The permitted range is 0---~ oo.
_refine is number parameters (numb)
The number of parameters refined in the least-squares process. If possible this number should include some contribution from the restrained parameters.The restrained parameters are distinct from the constrained parameters (where one or more parameters are linearly dependent on the refined value of another). Least-squares restraints often depend on geometry or energy considerations and this makes their direct contribution to this number, and to the goodness-of-fit calculation, difficult to assess. The permitted range is 0--* oo. lb refine is number reflns
(numb)
Number of reflections contributing to least-squares derivatives. The permitted range is 0---. c~.
refine is number restraints (numb)
The number of restrained parameters. These are parameters which are not directly dependent on another refined parameter. Often restrained parameters involve geometry or energy dependencies. See also _atom_site_constraints and _atom_site_refinement_flags.
A general description of refinement constraints may appear in _refine_special_details. The permitted range is 0----~ oo.
(numb)
The largest and the average ratios of the final least-squares parameter shift divided by the final estimated standard deviation.
The permitted range is 0.0--~ oc.
refine is structure factor coef
(char)
Structure-factor coefficient IF I, F2 or I, used in the least-squares refinement process. Inet net intensity Fsqd structure factor squared F structure-factor magnitude Where no value is given, the assumed value is 'F'.
_refine is weighting_scheme (char)
The weighting scheme applied in the least-squares process. The standard code may be followed by a description of the weight. sigma based on measured e.s.d.'s unit unit or no weights applied calc calculated weights applied Where no value is given, the assumed value is 'sigma'.
refine is wR factor all refine is wR factor obs (numb) Residual factors for all reflection data, and for reflection data classified as 'observed' (see _reflns_observed_criterion).
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